Worksheet

Watch the FCCLA PowerPoint as you answer this:

1. In what year was FCCLA (known then as FHA) "born"? __1945____
2. The letters F C C L A stand for
   __Family______________   _Career_____________
   and    _Community_______    __Leaders_________
of   ___America______________
3. True or False - there are students like you who are members of FCCLA in every state of the United States--and also in places outside the U S? (Circle One)   TRUE   FALSE
4. True or False - FCCLA is the only in-school student organization with family as its central focus? (Circle One)   TRUE   FALSE
5. What are the official colors of FCCLA? _Red___ and ___White____
6. What does the design of the FCCLA Logo show about FCCLA as an organization? It is a dynamic______________
active__________ organization, bound for the future______________.
7. In the explanation of the logo, what is "red" explained as the color of? the _rose__________ which means it is a sign of ___strength______
8. What does the swooping arrow in the logo signify? that FCCLA is an __active__________organization that move toward new arenas.
9. What are the words called the "tagline" of FCCLA? The Ultimate _______ Leadership___________
Experience___________________
10. What is this year's theme for FCCLA? FCCLA: Hear____ the Rhythm____ of Opportunity____; Feel____________ the Beat_________ of Leadership__________

Name ___ KEY ________________
11. When participating in an official Opening Ceremony for FCCLA, who speaks first? __the president________________

12. In the Opening Ceremony, who answers with the words: Focusing on the multiple roles of family member, wage earner, and community leader, members develop skills for life through character development, creative and critical thinking, interpersonal communication, practical knowledge, and vocational preparation.

   the rest of the __ officers____________________________

13. Fill in the missing words for the rest of the Opening Ceremony of FCCLA -- the words all the members will say:

   As we work towards the accomplishments of our goals______, we learn cooperation_______, take responsibility_______, develop leadership_______, and give service__________.

14. What is the name given to the words used at the close of a meeting -- words that tell everyone what FCCLA members believe about who we are? the Creed______________.

15. What are the whole group of officers of our organization called?
   the __Executive Council____________________________

16. Who is the National FCCLA vice president of development this year (hint: she’s from Anna, Ohio)? __Lindsey Platfoot____________

17. At what state activity are the state officers chosen? ______________
   ___State Leadership Conference in April____________________

18. Who is the OHIO FCCLA president this year? __Shealyn Scott__

19. What is the name of our national magazine? __Teen Times_______

20. What are the 4 other student organizations involved with vocational education in Ohio? __FFA, _____ __Business Professionals of America, __DECA___________ and __Skills USA___________.

21. What are the national and state websites for FCCLA?

   NATIONAL FCCLA                  STATE FCCLA
22. What is FCCLA's National Outreach Project this year?

   __________________________
   Feed the Children

23. Of the 4 national projects described (Families First, FACTS, Financial Fitness, and Student Body), which one has as one of its goals to help young people become strong family members?

   __________________________
   Families First

24. Of the 4 national projects described (Families First, FACTS, Financial Fitness, and Student Body), which one promotes the use of seat belts?

   __________________________
   FACTS

25. Of the 4 national projects described (Families First, FACTS, Financial Fitness, and Student Body), which one includes topics of Eat Right, Be Fit, and Make Healthy Choices?

   __________________________
   Student Body

26. What is the name of the FCCLA project that helps students find and use their own personal power?

   __________________________
   Power of One

27. What kind of events are both Job Interview and Parliamentary Procedure?

   __________________________
   STAR

28. In what STAR event has chapters showing that they know how to properly run a meeting?

   __________________________
   Parliamentary Procedure

29. These five symbols represent what kinds of projects in FCCLA?

   __________________________
   State Projects

30. After reading the PowerPoint slides about those 4 projects, which one seems to be the most interesting to you (Or you may pick the 5th one for which there is no artwork yet)

   __________________________
   Answers will vary

31. In what state project would you be participating if around Christmastime the chapter decided to send letters, Christmas ornaments, and $20 to help cover the cost of shipping a Christmas tree to someone in the military

   __________________________
   Freedom
32. In what state project would you be participating if the chapter decided to collect food for a food pantry?

HELP

33. In what Ohio city will there be a Cluster Meeting this fall?

Cincinnati

34. What is the name of the award for which many chapters strive that replaced what used to be called The Award of Merit?

Ohio Outstanding Chapter Award

35. What are these 5 steps together called? 1. Identify Concerns 2. Set a Goal 3. Form a Plan 4. Act 5. Follow Up

the FCCLA Planning Process